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Air humidification and evaporative cooling solutions
remote control services

Systems under control: 
simple and low-cost service 
and monitoring 
Reduce maintenance costs
A customer is complaining about a system 
operating problem but for them your 
unit is just a big black box? Get all the 
information you need at a simple click: you 
can therefore resolve minor configuration 
problems directly from your office, or 
wherever you are.  

Improve service level
Want to amaze your customers with 
advanced technical service? Something 
quite different from the market standard, 
a more convincing proposal: plan repairs 
even before the customer realises there’s 
a problem, through a combination of data 
analysis and alarm notification.
The service also warns you in advance 
when maintenance will soon be required 
(cylinder, pump oil, etc.) on the system. 
That means you can plan the time needed 
onsite and optimise your schedule. 

 

Simple and effective site 

management: monitor system 

status and optimise your 

routine maintenance schedule
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CAREL Asia - www.carel.com
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All trademarks hereby referenced are the property of their respective owners.
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A service for customers
For you, access to the system is a useful 
tool, while for customers it represents a 
very attractive option. It allows them to 
monitor their systems and control their 
units via a remote connection, offering 
them the certainty that everything is under 
control!

Simple and immediate 
system connectivity
You can freely choose the type of 
connectivity you require, either GSM 
wireless or Ethernet line, with secure and 
reliable solutions. You can then access 
all system information from any device 
you have available: your PC if you’re in 
the office, or your smartphone or tablet 
wherever else your work may take you.

change settings via remoteaccess variables in real time use customised graphics

check system status

activate a new subscription 
to update your account and 
receive a box for connecting 
to your new system  

install and configure your 
system so that everything 
you need for analysis is 
available

the system is now 
always available, 
the site has been 
connected to your 
list of installations 
managed….GOOD 
JOB! 

plug&play 
Pre-configured ready-to-use solution.

Savings
Reduce maintenance costs.

Satisfied customers 
Improve service levels.

Wireless 
subscription

Ethernet 
subscription


